Summer Time Trio Choices
Entering Grades 3–5

Brooks Crossing School

$215

July 5–July 15, 2016

1:00 pm–4:00 pm

1:00 pm
Copper Art			

Instructor: Inas Damir
If you love art, come and experience a unique kind of art picture made from cooper foil sheet. Design a one of a kind piece
of art using copper foil sheet and wooden tools. Invent your own unique picture or you can trace one. It’s new, it’s different! Come see what all the fuss is about!

Crafts,Books & Movies Instructor: Donna Sandell

If your child enjoys a good book or movie and crafts then this is the perfect class for them. Children will have the opportunity to explore the world of entertainment through movies and literature. They will take themes and/or characters from
these stories and create fun snacks and projects. For example, the movie, Frozen, is such a popular hit with the kids. After
watching the movie the children will get to build their own snowman using marshmallows and pretzels. Popular books
like the Very Hungry Caterpillar will be read and children will make caterpillars using grapes.

French			 Instructor: Amel Ghobrial

Parlez vous Français? Prepare your French for the upcoming years by learning grammar and new vocabulary to enhance
your language skills whether you already know the language or have no previous knowledge of it.

Intergalactic Art & More

Instructor: Amanda Kestyus
Do you love Outer Space – the beautiful moon and stars and all of the galaxy’s amazing planets? Join us in this Galaxy
themed class where we’ll be exploring different parts of our solar system, how they work and what they do! Young explorers will have the chance to learn about and create their own fascinating components of our galaxy! We will be creating our own galaxies, mobiles, rockets, moon rocks, bottled nebula, galaxy oobleck, and more!

Paint Like a Pro		

Instructor: Suzanne Tiedemann
Have fun while creating impressive paintings you will be proud of! Learn how to make dynamic paintings of various
subjects inspired by nature, animals, famous artists and of course your imagination! You will be using tempera paints,
watercolor paints and more. If you were in this painting class last summer, feel free to register again as all painting lessons will be new and exciting!

Remote Control Wars

Instructor: Cory Slater
Bring your remote control car and compete with your fellow classmates as this obstacle course twists and turns throughout the building. Will your car be first or eat the dust? Find out!

Soccer			 Instructor: Steve Jeffries

If you love soccer then you’ll love this camp. Learn about first touch trapping to executing on set plays. We will implement the skill of misdirection and have tournament based competitions. By the end of this camp you’ll feel like a STAR!!

Super Science in a Bag Instructor: Belinda Epps

Let’s think like scientists do and perform several experiments and study our environment. We’ll have fun with magnets
and motors, learn more about H20 , create our own terrariums and much more.
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Arabic Language		

Instructor: Amel Ghobrial
Learn one of the most popular languages in the world through listening and singing songs, as well as fun activities with
fellow classmates. There won’t be a single dull moment between songs and games!

Drawing			 Instructor: Suzanne Tiedemann

Learn how to create an exciting drawing that you will interact with! You will also learn to draw other various subjects
inspired by fine artists and street artists using pencils, markers, pastels, chalks and more. Bring your imagination! If you
were in this drawing class last summer, feel free to register again as all drawing lessons will be brand new!

Explore the World of Wood

Instructor: Inas Damir
Designing many projects from different shapes of wood. Make a jewelry box, flowers, key chain, picture frame and
more! All can be painted and decorated. You can demonstrate your talents in creating unique items for yourself, family or
friends.

iNews				Instructor: Belinda Epps

Come join us as we work as a team of reporters to develop exciting stories on news worthy summer events. Let’s do interviews and research to “get the scoop” and have fun making our own summer newspaper.

No Bake Cooking

Instructor: Donna Sandell
Does your child love to cook? Concerned with letting them use the oven? Then this is the perfect class to enroll them in.
Kids will have the opportunity to learn how to make quick and simple snacks without ever using the oven. Perfect for
learning ways to satisfy your sweet tooth or take a healthy snack and have some fun with it. A few project examples are
rainbow fruit skewers, butterfly snack bags, watermelon cupcakes and banana dolphins.

Playing Card Wars		

Instructor: Cory Slater
Do you have a set of Pokémon cards or Magic The Gathering cards that you are just itching to battle others with? Bring
them to this fun interactive group and see if you can come out on top. Anyone who participates must bring their own set
of cards for Magic The Gathering or Pokémon.

Timewarp Technique Art		

Instructor: Amanda Kestyus
Do you love Van Gogh’s “Starry Starry Night” or Claude Moet’s impressionist work? Learn about various different time
periods of art, different artists from these time periods, and learn how to recreate your very own piece of famous art from
these artists and time periods. Young artists will learn how to incorporate different tricks and techniques to make their
very own artwork from the past come alive. Some artists and time periods we will be exploring are Van Gogh, Monet,
Warhol, impressionist art, abstract, contemporary art and many more!

Ultimate Frisbee 		

Instructor: Steve Jeffries
Get ready to have a blast as you learn to work together with your fellow teammates perfecting your Frisbee toss and mastering your on-the-run catches as you try to outmaneuver the opposition with every pass. Join in on the Ultimate Frisbee
wave of popularity by participating in exciting instructional games, incredible target drills, and then exploding into spontaneous team celebrations in the end zone during your matches, after you make the winning catch. Who knew throwing a
Frisbee could be so much fun!
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Cake Masters		 Instructor: Belinda Epps

Have your cake and eat it too! Learn how to frost and decorate like the pros do. You will be proud to take home your
beautiful masterpiece.

Competitive Wii Games Instructor: Cory Slater

Come join us for fun, head to head competition in Competitive Wii Games. Can you handle going one-on-one with
other classmates in Nintendo Wii based competitive games? The action will be intense.

Design Your Own Shirt Instructor: Amel Ghobrial

Come experiment and learn how to create a shirt with different colors, shapes and glitter! Add a picture to make your
shirt uniquely yours!

Duct Tape Designers

Instructor: Inas Damir
Come and see what duct tape can really do! There will be variety of duct tape projects to enjoy. See how much fun
you’ll have designing your own tote bag, picture frame, jewelry boxes, even your scrapbook and more, so join in the
joy of designing your own accessories.

Floor Hockey		 Instructor: Steve Jeffries

Have you ever wanted to feel the joys of scoring a wrist-shot goal in hockey, but could not, due to your inability to ice
skate like the pros? Well, throw away your skates, put on your sneakers, and join our amazing Floor Hockey program,
where you get to practice the art of weaving while shooting, the bliss of executing the perfect pass, and best of all, experiencing the thrill of one-touch scoring. With all of these new skills, you and your teammates should have no problem
in our daily, hockey tournaments that always end in good fun and anticipation for the next days’ events. Don’t be
surprised if you never want to play hockey on ice again!

Games, Games, Games

Instructor: Donna Sandell
The perfect opportunity for your child to explore the world of games and have a little fun, this class offers the exploration of video games, card games, group games, and board games. Each day offers a chance to learn new games or play
some of the classics. For example there will be several days dedicated to playing board games including Apples to
Apples, Monopoly, Life, and Clue. Another day group games such as 4 Corners, Chinese Bulldog, Steal the Bacon, and
Charades Tag will be the main focus. The gaming world offers endless opportunities for children to stay engaged with
each other and this class intends on taking advantage.

Sculpture			

Instructor: Suzanne Tiedemann
Have fun creating and painting 3D forms! Build 3D sculpture animals, monsters and more using cardboard, wire,
wood, papier mache, plaster craft, clay and recycled materials. You will bring your sculptures to life by painting them
with tempera paints!

Smudge It To Life!

Instructor: Amanda Kestyus
Not your typical drawing class! Instead of learning just basic drawing techniques young artists will learn the basics
and how to add depth, dimension, and perspective to their artwork by implementing the use of charcoal and pastels
for that extra special “real-life” look to their drawings! You will learn basic drawing techniques, as well as how to
“smudge” or shadow your drawings to make them come alive! Learn how to recreate famous works of art, landscapes,
and even a self -portrait! Young artists will learn lighting and shadowing techniques to create beautiful dimensional
pieces of art that pop right off the page!

